YUFE supports academic and non-academic staff members through European career options in the form of job offers at YUFE institutions and opportunities for further education and training. In addition to supporting the career paths of non-academic staff and graduate students, YUFE also offers career perspectives for postdoctoral researchers. Herein, we present the academic career path of Dr. Nicholas Mouttotos, a postdoc from Bremen, Germany.

Dr. Mouttotos, what is a postdoc?
“As a postdoc, I have successfully completed my doctorate and I’m continuing my research as an employee of an institution (in this case, the University of Bremen). We postdocs therefore have more responsibility than the PhD students. In addition to my research work, I am also involved in teaching the master’s programs.”

What do you hope to accomplish during your time in Bremen?
“I would like to publish many papers during my time as a YUFE postdoc and use the mobility that YUFE allows to further expand my network. This is particularly important for my research area. For example, I was recently in Rome (at the Tor Vergata University of Rome) and was able to make more contacts and get to know the university there.”
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